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Coherence in Cartesian Squares 
‘I’he primary object under consideration b ,I ring, .4, which can bc urlttcI1 
:IP ~1 particular type of fiber-product of t\ho other rings. The objecti%-e is to 
ascend properties of the components of .A to A itself. The paper concerns itself 
hy and large with the notions of cohrrenc~, global dimension. and ‘I’or dimew 
sion. Several applications aregiwn. 
BI- 11 ring. LVCT al\va\-s mean a commutative. ring with identity. .I11 rnodul~s ill-c 
unital and a ring homomorphism takes the identity othe idcntit!-. .‘I r~al rinc 
is a ring with a unique ma?timnl idealL not necessarily Koetherian. I:or R ;I rinc 
we denote the total ring of quotients hyTot(R), and for N a domain, its quotient 
field by qf(R). 
.I ring I\ is said to be whewnt if c~ery finitely gcncrated idcal IS finitrl! 
presented and an R-module ilZ is calledpsrzl~~ocoheve7ll if ever! tinitclh- ~cneral~cl 
submodule is finitrlv presented. IfX is a pseudocohercnt R-motiul~~, then e\‘cr\ 
suhmodule of *lI is *&udocoherent aswell as every direct sum cd cc)!)ic.;. of .I/ pj. 
Note that if R is a coherent ring, then any rin, (7cstension fK crlntainc.cl in 
‘l’ot(R) is pseudocoherent as an R-modulr since very finitch gerwt-;ltyti wib 
module is isolnorphic to an ideal of H. 
‘I’hc following definitions a d the proofs of tht: se\cral swrrion-; conlx founti 
in [18]. Let/: Ii-f :; hc LI ring homomorphism. Then f is called ;ln cpinlor- 
phism (and S an epimorphism of R) if for any pair of ring maps ,<I~ , ,;-: S + ?’ 
\vith y1 .i a2 c)f it follows that g, g2 . A ring S is an epimorphic image of K 
if and only if the map p: S (?K S----F S’ where p(s, (3 s,) :- s,s, is un isomor- 
phism, for s I , 2, F ,V. A map is a flat epimorphism if it is both a flat map anti 
an epimorphism. 
For any ring R there xists a unique ring (up to isomorphism), d’(R), and a flat 
epimorphism R C-2 A’(R) such that if R C--P 5’ is a flat cpimorphism, then 
,Y C .fl(R). Accordingly, note that Tot(R) C J&(R) and if A’(R) Tot(R) ever! 
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flat epimorphic ring extension f R is contained in Tot(R). This is the case in 
each of the following situations: (i)R is a domain, (ii) R is Noetherian d (iii) R 
is coherent and reduced (i.e., contains o nonzero nilpotent elements). 
A commutative square of rings 
-4 2.L R 
is said to be Cavtesiun (or a pull-back, fiber-product) if d is the product of C and 
B over D. If in addition, i1 and i, are one-one andj, andj, are onto, the square is 
also co-Cartesian andwe can identify D with C c<jA R, and identify Q =: ker(j,) 
with an ideal of B, namely, ker(j,) and ,O = QB. 
One notes that in the format above, i1 is an epimorphism if and only if i2 is an 
epimorphism by combining [12, 5.61 with the observation 11‘v C Q,., B. 
Furthermore if B is a flat .-l-module, then D is a flat C’-module. In addition 
C - .-l ,fJ and D ‘v Bj,OB mm_ B/Q. 1Ve add the further assumptions 
(1) .-I -+ B is a flat epimorphism (so i2 is also), 
(2) Q is a flat ideal of d (so of R). 
\Ve refer to the Cartesian square 
:I ----• fi 
endowed with the foregoing assumptions a thegeneralf/Jrjrluf and all subsequent 
use of “‘J”, “B", or “Q” always conform to this context. 
Such a construction ca be realized ifwe start with a ring S and an ideal J, 
let 7’ be a subring of SjJ and form the inverse image of T is S, call it R. If we 
make our choices such that S is a flat epimorphism of R and .J is a flat ideal of R, 
then we have an instance ofthe genrral format. 
The objective ofthis paper is to ascend properties from ,-I! (,’ and 11 to .1 and 
also to go the other way. 1Ye concern ourselves byand large with the notions of 
coherence and global and Tor dimensions. InSection 4, examples and applica- 
tions are given, in particular, domains ;1 having a prime ideal 1’ such that 
PA,, -: P. rings of the form D -;~ A1/, and symmetric algebras. 
In this ection the coherence of A is related to that of A/Q and B winding 
up with a remark on stable coherence. The following proposition is used several 
times throughout. 
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(2.1) PROPOSITIOX. Adopting the general format, let AZ be an ,-l-module. 
Then 11s is prqjectke (finitely generated, f7at) if and on& if both B @,, M and 
=ljQ On IiI are pwjectize (Jinitely generated, flat) as B and A/Q modules, respec- 
timely. Ifin addition, ilI is a submodule of a free, then M is finitely presented ifand 
only ;f B @; ., A/ av1.d A,IO @,, :1/ are finitel?, presented oz’er B and A3/Q, respectively. 
Proof For both statements above, the “only if” direction is clear. The asser- 
tions concerning projectivity and finite g neration are proved in [2 I, 1.1 and I.21 
while the one concerning flatness is in [12]. 
A\s for finite presentation, note first that i/1 is finitely generated, soresolve JZ: 
Tvhere K is the kernel. ‘I’ensor with B and .-I/Q to get the exact sequences of B and 
z4 ‘0 modules, respectivel! 
‘I’he first isexact since R is -l-flat and the second because Tori;’ (.X0, .I/) 0 
since Q is A-flat and ,I1 is a submodule of a free. Accodingly, K is a finitel!- 
generatcd .-f-module 1~~. the earlier remarks o AlZ is finitely presented. 
Proof. I,ct J be a finitely generated ideal of S, say 1 (j, . . . ..j..) and let 
1 J n R. Let [1,] be the directed set of finitely generated ideals of I (ordered 
hv inclusion) so I lini I, Since J 1S [ 181 __. and S is R-flat, .I= S b I, 
IimSI, .Letting /, - SI, , then;, E J,, for each i ~~~ I,..., II. Let I’ be the idcal 
of R generated byI1 for I I,..., N, so I’ is a finitely generated ideal of U and 
Z’S : J. Since R is coherent Z’ is finitely presented so J is a finitely presented 
ideal of S. 
(2.3) LJ:~ZIMX. -4doptivg fhe general forvnat, ;fJ is ati deal qf --l, then J/QJ 
is contained ina free B/Q-vnodule ineach of the followivq cases. 
(a) 0 E Max H (th e nrasimal spectrum of H). 
(b) ‘Ior-dim B ,( I, Q E Spec A and JB is a finitely generated i eal of B. 
(c) B is semihereditary and JB is a finitely genevated i eal of Il. 
(d) B is hereditary. 
Proqf. Note that J- JB so JI’Q J+ JB/Q J == JB an B/Q. 
(a) If Q E Max B, then B/Q is a field and any E/Q-module is free. 
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(b) If Tor-dim B < 1, then if ]B is a finitely generated i eal of B, /B/Q J 
is a finitely generated flat ideal over a domain, thus torsion free, hence is contained 
in a free module. 
(c) If B is semihereditary, JB is projective over B, so ]BlJQ is B/Q- 
prqjective. The last assertion isclear. 
(2.4) THIC~REM. In the general formrrt, A is coherent ineach of the ~follminy 
ruses: 
(i) A/Q and B are coherent and ,O E Max(B), 
(ii) A/Q is coherent and reduced and B is semihereditnr?‘, 
(iii) A/Q is Noetherian d B is coherent. 
Puoof Let -1 be a finitely generated ideal of ‘4 so that in each case, JB is a 
finitely presented ideal of B. For (i) and (ii), note that J! JQ is contained in 
JB; JB which is in turn contained in a free B/Q-module. Since B/Q C .,/‘/(--I/Q) 
and JJ(d/Q) = Tot(A/&) by the remarks in Section I, JB/JQ is contained in 
a pseudocoherent A/Q-module so it in turn is pseudocoherent. Thus, J/Q is a 
finitely presented A/Q-module so / is a finitely presented ideal of -4, b! 
Proposition (2.1). For (iii) since A/Q is Xoetherian d J,‘QJ is a finitely generated 
A/Q-module it is finitely presented soagain Jis a finitely presented i eal of ,4. 
A coherent ring R is said to be stably coherent ifR[x] is coherent and is said 
to be n-stably coherent ifR[x, ,..., x,,] is coherent. IfR is n-stably coherent for 
all n, then R[X] is coherent for S any family of indeterminates. .\ rather piquant 
question is whether every stably coherent ring is n-stably coherent for all II. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. If -4/Q is IVoetherirrn and B is n-stably roherent, then --I is 
n-stably coherent. 
Proof. If we tensor our Cartesian square by d[S, ,..., -\‘,,I we get the square 
A[& ,..., S ] --+ B[X; ,..., S ,] 
I I 
.4/Q[Xl ,..., S,] -----f B,‘O[X, ..., S,,] 
that conforms to the general format. So bv (2.4, iii), J[d\; ,..., -XV,,] js coherent. 
In particular, B might be semihereditary, local of global dimensions two, or, 
of course, Noetherian [15]. 
3. IhIEIwONS 
The objective ofthis ection is to relate he global dimension and Tor dimen- 
sion of .4 with those of ‘4/Q and B. These results are in a sense ageneralization 
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of [14] as well as [9] ---however, we no longer equire B to be a valuation domain 
nor even a domain. Once again the general format is being assumed when 
appropriate. 
(3.1) LEMXIA. For dl a submodule of n free A-module, 
I’KK$ The proof of (a) is essentially that of [14, 4.11. Part (1~) can most casil! 
be seen by defining the weak dimension of an K-module il’ as follows: The weak 
dimension of -1’ is the least integer r such that in some sequence of the form 
where the 1’; are projective, then L is flat. Ifno such integer I’ exists, the aeak 
dimension is infinite. The same sort of argument as in [14] can now be applied 
using [17, Theorem 1891 -a version of Schanuel’s lemma- and Proposition (2. I). 
(3.2) COKOIL~K~. pd.,R : pd, &CQ and ncd, ,B/Q 0. 
Pro/If. sate that H ‘i’,, B R since 11 is a flat epimorphisni of./ 
Yotntion. In the sequel, let 
gl dim I1 II ‘I-or-dim R 71’ 
gl dim A-! ‘Q 111 ‘l’or-dim --r/Q : 1~‘. 
(3.3) I’R~POSITION. If II . 171, fhf ~1 dim ,-1 =m- II. 
1+w$ For Ian ideal of A,pliJ :; II 1 by (3.1), sogl-dim z? :< 12. Since B
is a flat epimorphism of 9 there xists anideal / of A such that pd,JB == n - I, 
s~pd,~j -:= 71 -~- 1hence gl dim d 1 ’ 71 and equality follows. 
(3.4) I’RO~OSITIOS. If m -;- nandQ E Alax B, then gl dim ;I >’ M. 
Proof. If m - 0, the statement isclear. a%ssume nr > 0 and let Ibe an ideal 
properly containing Q such that pd,,diQ : rn -- 1. Then QI = Q so I/Q == 
117.~ --l/Q and pn,,l nr - 1 by (3.1) and the conclusion follows. 
(3.5) LEMLIA. Let 111 G:- n and Q E Max B. For Z an ideal of -4, 
(a) ifpd,, oB/Q < ~1, then pd,J < wt - I 
(b) ifpd, oB/,Q = nz, then pd.,1 < 111. 
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Pwof. IYe have b!- (2.3) the exact sequence of d/Q-modules 
where C is the cokernel of the first map. Sote that pd,,o(@ B/Q) ~~~ pd.,, . B!Q. 
-tn immediate consequence is the following 
(3.7) I'ROPOSITIOY-. Let 0 =;= m 1 II, Q E ;\Ias B atld pd.4 soBIQ = 711. Then 
cl dim --! in .- 1 in each of the follozciq cases 
(a) ,for some s E Q, 1; +k sQ, 
(h) Q i-ordains n replay element, 
(c) B is loral. 
Proof. 11-e prow (a) from which (b) and (c) follow. choose x t Q such 
that .Y c& .x,0 and form the ideal of -4, sB. rote that pd,4.xB 1 pd,4 ,gB 2\1A -13/Q 
and that .\-I{ ,.! --l,Q -Y xB @..+ B/Q N B*Q because B’Q is a field. So
pd, .sB 1 ., .-I ;() : HI hence pd..,sB == ~1. 
(3.8) ~'ROPOSITIOS. 1.f 11' > ~1’ then ‘I’or-dim .II : II’. 
P/.oof. I%sentially thesame as that of (3.3). 
whew (’ is the cokernel ofthe first map. Since z&, o c-’ B 0 : 0 then zct/, .C‘ =
ad, J(ll 1. so 7cct, (g/IQ < 111‘ - 1 and scd,IB 5’ II’ - 1 < ~1’ -~ 1 so 
:ctl ,I ’ 111’ ~ 1 bp Proposition (2.1). 
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In treating low dimensions, we can dispense with the requirement that 
0 c hIax R thus freeing Bi,Q from the need of being a field. 
(3.10) I'ROPOSITIOS. (a) If nz - II =~ 0 then gl dim il 0 
(b) q 117’ 11’ 0 fhen Tor-dim ,I 0. 
Proof. Proceed along the same lines as in Lemma (3.5). The fact needed is 
that if I is an ideal of -1, r/Q1 C -- >(i7 B’Q which follows from Lemma (2.3) 
yielding the first atement. Ifs t 0 is a regular element, then sB is an ideal of. f 
and prl.,xR prl ,I1 ptl, oBjQ ~~~ 111 so gl dim A =y WI A 1. 
(3.12) PROI~OSITIOS. rf.8 is emiheuditaq nd 711’ 1.2 1~’ theta Tor-dim A m 
Proof. I~ollow the proof of Proposition (3.9) using Lemma (2.3~) observing 
that we need only consider finitely generated i eals tocompute the Tor dimension 
of a ring. 
(3.13) Retnavk. ‘l’he result above can be seen to conform more with the 
earlier ones by observing that a ring R is semihereditary if and only if 
Tor-dim R S< 1 and one of the following istrue: (a) R is coherent, (b) principal 
ideals are projective (for example a domain), (c) Tot(R) is Ton Keuman regular 
or, (d) AIin R is compact (the space of minimal prime ideals under the induced 
topology from Spec R). 
(3.14) Renzark. ‘I’he flatness ofQ over _-I is quite ssential, forconsider the 
following example contained in [5]; see Section 4 for an explanation f 
terminolog!~: 
where2 corresponds to(s, y)B which is not flat over A. C’arrig shows that a-1 is not 
coherent and that ~1 dim -4 3. 
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4. ESA;LIPI,ES AND APPLICATIONS 
In this ection we give several situations that conform to the format laid out 
above and to which we can apply the results. These will primarily be (a) A a 
domain, B :: A, , (b) rings of the form D -:- ill and, (c) restricted polynomial 
and power series rings-symmetric algebras. 
(a) A a Domnin and B = A, 
Here, A is a domain and B == A, where P is a flat prime ideal of A such that 
PA, = P. Such rings arise in the analysis oflocal rings of global dimension two 
[14, 201, occur in some rings of the form D + 116, are treated tangently in[I] 
and are discussed in[S] with particular attention to the D + ill construction and
going-down properties. Here we discuss primarily coherence, integrality, and 
GCD properties. 
What we have in effect isthe Cartesian square 
The requirement that P = PA, simply says that for n E P and b $ P, then 
a/b E P, so in particular, forb $ P, bP = P. It follows that every ideal of i2 is 
comparable to P. In addition, ifIis an ideal properly containing P, then IP :- P. 
IfA, F -4, then P cannot be finitely generated unless it is the zero ideal. For 
if M is a maximal ideal containing P,PL4,\, :.P, so Mz4,1,PA,, = P,4,,,  and 
Nakayama’s lemma precludes the finite g neration fP. 
Even if we did not require P to the flat over A, yet stipulated that A, be a 
valuation domain, the flatness ofP would ensue. For, choose q1 , qz E P and say 
q1/q2 == v E A, , so q1 = qp. If z‘ is a unit in A, , then w = ajo for some n, b $1’ 
so qJa = q2/h = q 6 P. If v is not a unit, v E P so q, = q2v in A. In either case, 
there xists q E P such that q1 q1 , q2 so that he principal ideals in P are cofinal 
in the directed system of finitely generated subideals ofP, so P is flat. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. The ying A is coherent ifand only if A/P and A, are 
coherent. 
Proof. The “if” follows from (2.4(i)). I n sh owing the converse, note first 
that A, is coherent by Proposition (2.2). Let J be a finitely generated nonzero 
ideal of A/P. We can find a finitely generated ideal of A, say I, containing P 
such that I/P = J in light of the remarks above. But I aA A/P = I/P and since 
I is finitely presented sois J, hence A/P is coherent. 
(4.2) Rel/rnrli. S nce .-I is a domain, the stronger cqualitieS holci ii1 f’ropc,Si- 
tion (3.6) so wt’ ha\e 
L&re 111 gl dim .! 1’ and II XI dim .-it, rilso. (3.8) and (3.9) appl!-. I‘or 
instance, -3 *I-’ and --l)> arc I’rufer ifand onI!- if ,.I is I’rufer. 
Sote that if .-I is coherent, --lr being coherent is a valuation domain, that is. 
A local coherent rring with a flat maximal ideal [22, 3.91. 
.I pair of elements (I, 0E R, a domain, has a grcatcst common A\-isor- (a (;<‘I). 
written [Q, h]) if and only if the set of principal ideals of R containing (0% h) has .r 
unique minimal element under the usual ordering. If(d) is such an ideal, then 
J [a, b]. 
(4.3) l,I3IRIA. l,et 0, b iI K, n domai?l zcith [a, II] 1. 
(i) If [nr) in] esistsj‘or c E R, then [ac, bc] = : c. 
(ii) If [nc, hc] exists jiw c t R, and if a bc, fkez a c 
Proof. (Only if.) Since AJ is GCD, so is i-l, being a flat epimorphism of .d 
[23, 2.51. Choose 0 L;‘- 3,6 E ,I/P ( w h ere s is the residue class in &I!P of an 
element xE -4). The set of principal nonzero ideals of A/P is in one to one order 
preserving correspondence with the principal ideals of -4 containing P.Thus, 
the principal ideals of A/P containing (~,6) are in one-one correspondence to 
those containing (a, b). Hence there is a unique minimal such in A/P. In fact, 
[X] : [?i, b]. 
(If.) Choose a, b E A. If a E P, h 6 P, then h j a so [a, b] =-- 6. If a. b f P, 
then as above [a, 61 exists. Socan assume a, b E 1’ with a f h and b f n. 
Claim we can find S, t t -4 such that [s, t] == 1 and us th. I,et q [a? 4
in -3, so we have a --_ qa,/a, and b = qb,/b, in -‘I, with a,, b, $ P and 
Cal/a2 , b,/b,] =: 1 in -4, . 
If n, $ P and b, E P then n 1 b contrary to hypothesis. On the other hand, 
both cannot be in P since there would exist zE P such that z : at , h, [ 19, 1.21 
whereas [al/a, , b,/bJ = I. Thus, a : q’a,b, b ~-= q’a,b, where q’ =. qia,b, and 
since a,b, a,b, (f P a GCD exists, which we can assume is I. Hence, let s : bp, 
and f : cz?b, and the assertion is proved. 
1,ct.v u, bsaya AJ’ and b ~: .TZ so asz : hsy hence tz == sy. If either 2 or -L 
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is in P, so is the other so t ; y and if neither is in P, [tz, sy] exists so f 1 y by (4.3). 
Let u,‘t -=: b;‘s 2: c so c / (I, band from a ~~ xy we get c = s(y,it)-that is,.v (‘. 
Thus, [a, b] exists. 
\Ve no\\ turn our attention toquestions ofintegral c osure commencing with 
a few lemmas. 
(4.5) LE~IXI. If C is any ring between _-I and -4, , then C ccmfnrrus fo the 
generalformat. 
Proof. Clearl!- PC = I’ and C, == AP and since Tor,“(C, --1/I’) = 0, 
because I’ is *-l-flat, the following square is Cartesian d conforms to the general 
format 
c ------f cp (- A,) 
which is obtained by tensoring (x) with C‘. 
(4.6) L~rarara. Let S be the integral c osure of =1 in -4, . The?1 S,‘P is the 
integral c osii,c of -4 /P (in AJP). 
Proof. T,et ,F/T be integral over 3/P, so there xists a,, ..,, a,,. 1 E _-I such that 
Lifting to d, we have that (x/y)” + u,~-~(.c.:~)+~ f ...Ym n, - 2 = 0 for some 
2 E P C rl. Thus, xjAy ES so T/Y E S/P. 
(4.7) P ROPOSrTIOx. A is integrally c osed ifand only if A, and &4/P are. 
Proof. If -.3 is integrally c osed, so is Ar and A/P is also by the lemma. If 
-I, is integrally closed, the integral c osure of A is S and since S/P &P. 
the result follows from (4.5). 
‘I’hc prime spectrum of A (Spec A) is clearly the union of Spcc A/P and 
Spec A, where PA, is identified with P/P. But more can be said. Treating 
Spec =1, and Spec A/P as topological subspaces of Spec A (all with the Zariski 
topology) then Spec A is homeomorphic to 
Spec lip U Spcc il,‘P 
PA,== PP 
where the later space has the standard sum topology. 
This follows from the easily proved but somewhat wordy (and probabl! 
known) 
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(4.8) LEM~IA. Let Z be a topological space with S and I7 two subspaces endowed 
with the subspace topology. Let -7i u ET =- Z and X n Y = Z,, EZ where no 
proper closed subset ofS contains Z(, and eaery proper closed subset of Y contains Z,. 
Then S tl k;iZ, ishomeomorphic toZ. 
From the definition of the push-out, one observes that 
is the push-out of the diagram 
ai 
Spec A,/P -5 Spec A, 
a II 
I 
spec A, P. 
The upshot is that when applying the contravariant Spec ( ) function to (-) 
we obtain aco-Cartesian square for Spec A in the category of topological spaces. 
(4.9) COROLLARY. Spec A is Noetherian (closed sets have the DCC) if and 
only if Spec -4, and Spec A/P are Noetheriaz. 
(b) Rings of the Form D + .I\( 
Let B be a ring, Af an ideal of R, B/:11 = R and assume R C Z3 so that 
B == R 7m M. Let D be a subring of R and form the ring D -I- M = A. Assume 
further that M is flat as an ideal of A and that B is a flat epimorphism of A. The 
objective isto analyze d in terms of (i) B, (ii) D, and (iii) the relation fD to R. 
Kate that this conforms to the general format 
A---+B 
The notion of rings of the form Z1 + M has gone through a metamorphesis 
where B was first assumed to be a valuation domain, or at least a domain, and R 
always thought o be a field, see for instance [3,9, 131. It is worth remarking that 
the general format is more general than the D f- M construction, even in the 
case for a domain, for an example see [14, 3.81. 
(4.10) PROPOSITION. Letting R be afield (R = qfD) A is coherent ifand only if 
B and D are coherent. 
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Proof. The “if” follows directly from Theorem (2.4(i)). To see the converse, 
observe that B is coherent being a flat epimorphism of A. 
Let I be a finitely generated ideal of D, so I C D C r-2 and form 1* == 1-4 L 
I + IM, a finitely generated ideal of li so finitely presented. Form I* @,, D m~z 
I* @A A/M == I*/I*M = (I + 1M)j(1+ 1M)M = (I -t 1M)/1M cli I. Thus I is 
a finitely presented i eal of D, hence D is coherent. 
(4.11) Remark. Note that B did not enter into the proof of the coherence of 
D given that of A. What was proved is that the retract ofa coherent ring is 
coherent, see [6] for definitions a dmore details. 
(4.12) PROPOSITION. Letting B be semihereditary, A is coherrnt ifand only if 1) 
is coherent. In particular, if B is valuation; see[3, lo] for further results along this 
line. 
Proof. If A is coherent, sois D as above. If D is coherent, being a subring of 
B makes it reduced, and so A is coherent by (2.4). 
The proof of the following proposition proceeds along the lines of the proof 
of (4.10). 
(4.13) PROPOSITION. If A = I) $ 111 is semihereditary, then D is semi- 
hereditary. 1f Tor-dim A < 1, then Tor-dim D < 1. 
(c) Restricted Polynomial nd Power Series 
Let S be a ring and f: S C+ T be a flat epimorphism of rings. By A =-= 
S t xT[x] (resp., A’ == S + xT[[x]]) we mean the subring of B 2: T[x] 
(resp., B’ = T[[x]]) consisting of elements whose constant term lies in S. The 
two Cartesian squares below conform to the general format as well as the I) -{- M
construction above 
noting thatQ = xT[x] andQ’ = xT[[ x]] are flat ideals of A and A’, respectively. 
Below we list a number of results ofinterest inspecial cases of the situation 
above. 
(4.14) A Few Consequences 
(a) If S is coherent and T is von Neumann regular, then A is coherent. 
(b) If S is semiherediatary and T = Tot(S), then A is coherent. 
(c) If S is Soetherian so is T; hence A and _-1’ are both n-stably coherent 
for all f/. 
(d) If II’ is van Scumann regular such that T[[.Y]] iscoherent, hen it 
follows that ?“[[x]] issemihereditary, see [4] f or a proof of this. If S is coherent 
and T as above, then z-l’ is coherent. 
\-arious facts concerninfi dimensions can also be realized. If 7’ is a semisimple 
ring, then gl dim 7’[x] = 1 so WC’ can apply Proposition (3.1 I) to get that 
gl dim A =- gl dim S if pdyT s._ gl dim S 
= ~1 dim S + I if pd.\ T == gl dim S, 
b>- noting that .rl’[s] contains the regular clement .Y. If T is ron Seumann regular, 
then T[x] is semihereditary ndso Tar-dim =I Tor-dim S, (3.12). IfT is van 
Scumann regular such that Y’[[.x]] is svmihcreditary, then Tor-dim -3 ~~ 
Tor-dim 5’. 
I,et S r + T be a flat cpimorphism of rings, treating 7’ as an S-module form 
.Y,,( T) the symmetric algebra of T over .S. It turns out that S,Y( T) .S .2’T[x] 
and that its completion relative tothe idcal sT[s] is equal to S xT[[x]]. 
:2ccodingl!~, a number of propcrtics ofthese rings, particular-l! those involving 
dimensions and coherence, can be deduced from the prcwdinq. 
Al variet>- of properties of S,\(T)-~ w h crc S is a domain and T the localization 
at some multiplicative set,cspccially 7 y.f .C arc developed in [?‘I. Ful-ther- 
/-l 
more, note that for .S a donlain and 7’ ’ yJAs, then (LS,( T)h 7 I I.,,IJ T[ [.I.]], so 
.S,.(7’) satisfies both the requirements ofthis ection aswell as parts (a) and (b). 
Efforts ofind the global and Tar dimensions ofsymmetric algebras re further 
extended by James Carrig in [5]. As seen from Proposition (3.6) if S is a local 
ring of global dimension two (necessarily a domain) and pd,s(qfS) I. then 
gl dim S,(y$~) 2. Conversely, itis shown in [5] that if dl is a rank one flat 
S-module (5’ local of global dimension two) and if gl dim .S,l(:lI) 2,then L%/ is 
isomorphic tothe quotient field of S (and so /K/,~.?Z 1). 
‘I’he author benefited frotn a number of elucidating discussions with I)oug Cost;1 
concerning the preparation fthis paper. 
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